Eye Spy Architecture

Can you find examples of these architectural elements while walking around your neighborhood? Sketch or photograph what you see and tag us at #WrightatHome or #flwtrust

An arched doorway

A diamond-paned window

A Gothic window

Dentil molding

A turret

A gargoyle
A balcony

An irregular roof

A corbel

An ionic column

A dormer window

A hipped roof
Useful terms:

**Water table:** masonry architectural feature that consists of a projecting course that deflects water running down the face of a building away from lower courses or the foundation.

**Mosaic:** a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small colored pieces of hard material, such as stone, tile, or glass.

**Hipped roof:** a type of roof where all sides slope downwards to the walls.

**Turret:** a small tower that projects vertically from the wall of a building.

**Corbel:** a decorative bracket of stone, wood, or metal that provides support.

**Ionic column:** a column style with a capital displaying scroll-shaped ornaments.

**Gothic window:** a tall arched window. You may see other decorative shapes like trefoils in these windows!

**Dormer window:** a window that projects vertically from a sloping roof.

A symmetrical house

A water table

Cascading steps

A wall mosaic

A lunette window
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